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With ever increasing costs of loss of productivity from power outages alongside the cost of installing energy storage installations, commercial and industrial customers are expecting, and often requiring, backup power from their demand reduction energy storage installations. But not all energy storage inverters are capable of providing backup power. This is an important distinction because with favorable economics accelerating the growth of behind-the-meter storage, the requirement for systems capable of backup power will continue to rise.

It will be critical for developers and integrators to select systems that are capable of backup power built in meet the short term and long term expectations of their customers and to maximize the benefit for end users.

Here we provide considerations in selecting an inverter to provide backup power with a behind-the-meter energy storage systems.

PROVIDING BACK UP POWER IS ESSENTIAL TO PROVIDING MAXIMUM VALUE FOR C & I BEHIND-THE-METER ENERGY STORAGE INSTALLATIONS

Power Outages Cost to the United States in Billions by Segment

- Industrial: $20
- Commercial: $2
- Residential: $57

Source: Understanding the Cost of Power Interruptions to U.S.; LaCommare & Eto

California has led the nation in power outages the last five years — and is forecasted to deploy close to 10GW of behind-the-meter energy storage by 2020 — GTM Research
Energy storage inverters have two primary operation modes — Grid Tied and Grid Forming. Grid Tied Mode (also referred to as current source, or ‘PQ Mode’) requires an AC voltage to be present at the point of interconnection with the inverter. In the case of a behind-the-meter (BTM) energy storage installation, AC voltage is established by the power source — typically the utility. During Grid Tied Mode the energy storage inverter will synchronize to the utility’s AC voltage, frequency, and phase. This mode is sometimes referred to as PQ Mode of operation because the inverter can accept two simultaneous set points one for real power (P) and the other for reactive power (Q).

During Grid forming mode (also referred to as voltage source, Backup Mode, or VF Mode), the energy storage inverter establishes the AC voltage and frequency via the system’s batteries. The output power — both real and reactive — is supplied by the inverter based upon the impedance of the loads connected to the inverter AC output. The regulation of the AC output current from the inverter to the loads happens in a closed loop. This is analogous to putting a potentiometer across a 5V constant voltage power supply, the constant voltage power supply will modify the output current as needed to maintain the 5V set point. This mode is sometimes referred to as VF Mode of operation because the inverter can accept two simultaneous set points one for RMS Voltage (V) and the other for Output Frequency (F).

Seamless transition to back up power provides uninterrupted power to the customer’s loads — eliminating loss of productivity during power outages.

Many energy storage inverters offer both Grid Tied and Grid Forming mode of operation in the same product. However, not all energy storage inverters offer a seamless transition from Grid Tied mode to Grid Forming Backup Power Mode. Facilities utilizing inverters with only Through Stop Transition will loose power during the stop state phase — lights will go out, computer and manufacturing systems halted eliminating a portion of losses. Inverters utilizing Seamless Transition to back up power provide uninterrupted power to the customer’s load and continuous power to all critical needs — eliminating financial losses associated with the majority of power outages. This is why Dynapower employs proprietary seamless transition technology in its inverters — no loss of power or productivity, making the inverter more valuable to the end user.

Figure 1 shows a typical implementation of a behind-the-meter energy storage system with backup power. In Grid Tied mode the contactor is closed, this provides a grid connection to the critical loads as well as a grid tied to the inverter. When Backup Power is need from the behind-the-meter energy storage system the contactor will open, thus isolating the customer’s loads from the grid.
During operation, Dynapower’s inverter continuously monitors the grid’s voltage and frequency. If either the grid voltage or grid frequency go out of the user’s defined range, the inverter will implement Dynamic Transfer by opening the grid disconnect device (in Figure 1 we are showing a contactor) and transitioning to Grid Forming mode. By opening the contactor the inverter isolates itself and the critical loads from the grid and continues the delivery of power uninterrupted. This type of operation is considered “intentional islanding” and should not be confused with anti-islanding where power is shut off when a disturbance in the grid is detected.

Additionally Dynapower’s Dynamic Transfer technology establishes a shunt connected uninterruptable power supply (UPS) unlike a traditional ‘on-line’ UPS shown to the right in Figure 2. The above notional diagram of a traditional UPS system — includes a front end charging rectifier, battery, and an inverter directly servicing the critical load. The disadvantage of this traditional ‘on-line’ UPS is that there is efficiency loss since all power to the critical load must go through two stages of power electronics — the rectifier and inverter. In contrast, Dynapower inverters with Dynamic Transfer only have a single stage of power electronics between the battery and critical load making the energy storage system more efficient. A traditional shunt connected system will flicker if the grid suffers a low impedance (phase to phase short or phase to ground short). However, for high impedance grid faults, the transition for systems using Dynamic Transfer there will be little to no flicker.

Dynapower’s Dynamic Transfer has successfully been utilized in systems with certifications to UL 1741, IEEE 1547, IEC 62019, and IEC 62040. Dynapower has successful implementations of Dynamic Transfer with motorized breakers, contactors, and static switches used as the grid disconnect device.
CONSIDERATION TWO
ABILITY TO SCALE

As businesses grow, hire more people, employ more equipment and expand facilities they will need to enlarge their energy storage systems. Deployers of behind-the-meter energy storage with backup power should consider the ability of the system’s inverter(s) to easily scale to meet growing needs. Not all inverters can parallel in grid forming mode to easily scale. Dynapower’s MPS line can parallel multiple units in grid forming mode up. This flexibility reduces future costs to energy system upgrades.

CONSIDERATION THREE
COST & TIME TO MARKET FOR INTEGRATING RENEWABLES

The integration of additional generating resources such as solar-PV when the system is islanded requires integration and controls engineering to ensure that all generating sources (i.e. the battery, solar-PV, and generators) are operating in a safe and balanced method. Dynapower extensive testing of generators and AC coupled solar-PV systems with its behind-the-meter energy storage inverters has led to a feature set that allows for Dynapower’s inverters to frequency shift to curtail PV generation based upon grid frequency. This makes for a safer and more reliable system that intelligently monitors all generating sources to provide optimum efficiency. This integrated feature set (which not all inverters possess) reduces time to market and associated costs of integrating solar-PV. AC coupled solar plus storage enable developers to optimize the sizing of the PV system, by removing the limitations of fixed PV to storage power ratios on solar plus storage inverters.

CONSIDERATION THREE
HOW TO MAXIMIZE INSTANCES OF SINGLE PHASE SYSTEMS AND REDUCE COSTS

The integration of additional generating resources such as solar-PV when the system is islanded requires integration and controls engineering to ensure that all generating sources (i.e. the battery, solar-PV, and generators) are operating in a safe and balanced method. Dynapower extensive testing of generators and AC coupled solar-PV systems with its behind-the-meter energy storage inverters has led to a feature set that allows for Dynapower’s inverters to frequency shift to curtail PV generation based upon grid frequency. This makes for a safer and more reliable system that intelligently monitors all generating sources to provide optimum efficiency. This integrated feature set (which not all inverters possess) reduces time to market and associated costs of integrating solar-PV. AC coupled solar plus storage enable developers to optimize the sizing of the PV system, by removing the limitations of fixed PV to storage power ratios on solar plus storage inverters.
COST AND FEATURE CONSIDERATIONS

1. Can the inverter seamlessly transition from grid tied to grid forming mode?
2. Can the inverter parallel with other inverters to meet the system’s growing needs?
3. How easily can the inverter integrate renewable power sources such as PV?
4. How can single phase systems be optimized to lower costs?

Dynapower’s MPS line of inverters can save developers and end users installation and operating costs with their rich and flexible feature set. Please call 1.800.292.6792 or visit, www.dynapowerenergy.com to learn more.